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Milan

Which of three color
schemes will you choose?
As your first step in bringing Fontanella™ into your home, you’ll want
to choose the color that best suits your décor. This color body
porcelain mélange of stone and wood comes in three
distinctive variations.
•

Monza’s white stone coloration blends with a light wood look,
creating a minimalistic feeling that’s perfect for modern design.

•

Brianza’s beige stone tones are complemented by warm, medium
wood values, mixing easily with, but not limited to, more
traditional decors.

•

Milan’s gray stone hues coordinate with dark wood tones for
maximum impact, lending a cooler, even industrial feel
where desired.

Whatever your style, one of Fontanella’s colorations is bound to work
perfectly in your environment.

Monza

Would you like to
achieve a linear feel or
do you prefer right angles?
The difference in overall effect is striking, and you’ll want to
carefully consider which will suit you best. In general, linear
layouts – with all wood grains lying in the same direction – may
create a more spacious feeling. On the other hand, laying some
wood grains at right angles to each other can create more
Linear

visual variety.
As a rule, with Fontanella’s large-format 18" x 36" planks, you
can only achieve a linear effect. With the large-format 20" x 20"
squares you can easily turn the tiles in any direction you desire.

Right Angles

Brianza

What pattern
would you prefer?
In addition to deciding whether you want a linear effect or not, you’ll
also need to consider how you want your tiles to be laid in relation to
each other. While square tiles are generally laid side by side in
rows, contemporary planks present another option: they can be laid

Side-by-side

side-by-side or staggered. You may want to experiment with both
options, seeing how they look in your environment before making a
decision. Generally speaking, staggering the planks will add
another dimension of visual interest. No matter what you decide,
you can be sure that Fontanella will give you unlimited options,
letting you create a distinct look unique to your space.

*Planks should not be more than 33% offset.

Staggered*
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ULQ5 Monza

ULQ4 Milan

Square
20" x 20" Rectified

Square
20" x 20" Rectified

ULQ8 Monza

ULQ7 Milan

Planks
18" x 36" Rectified

Planks
18" x 36" Rectified

Tile faces shown are representative of those you will receive in cartons of Fontanella. Actual tiles will be randomly packaged.
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ULQ3 Brianza
Square
20" x 20" Rectified

technical
ASTM Test Results
Technical Characteristics

ASTM Standards

ASTM Test Results

ASTM Test Methods
Floor Tile

Water Absorption
≤ 0.50%
≤ 0.50%
C373
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Frost Resistance
As Reported
Resistant
C1026
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Scratch Resistance
MOHS 1-10
7.5
MOHS Scale
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Breaking Strength
≥ 250 lbf.
≥ 745 lbf.
C648
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Facial Dimension
-3.0% < Nominal ≤ 3.0%
Within Standard
C499
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––--––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Thickness
≤ 0.04 in (1.02 mm max)
Within Standard
C499
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
+/- 0.25% or +/- 0.8 mm**
Within Standard
C502
Wedging (squareness)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
+/- 0.40% or +/- 1.8 mm**
Within Standard
C485
Warpage (flatness)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Abrasion Resistance
Class 0 - Class V
Class IV
C1027
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
As Reported
Minimum 0.42
DCOF AcuTestSM*
DCOF-Dynamic Coefficient of Friction (Wet Areas Only)†
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Chemical Resistance
Class A - Class E
Class A
C650
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Stain Resistance
Class A - Class E
Class A
C1378
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ULQ6 Brianza
Planks
18" x 36" Rectified

† Dynamic Coefficient of Friction (DCOF) - Water, oil, grease or other fluids create slippery conditions. When installing floors in areas
with exposure to these conditions, a minimum DCOF value of 0.42 is required. Additionally, extra caution is required with regards to
product selection and proper maintenance. Visit www.tcnatile.com for complete information regarding the DCOF AcuTest test method and
values. *DCOF AcuTest is the industry designation for the test procedure contained in ANSI A137.1 Section 9.6, which has been
extensively researched, allows for in-situ field measurements, and is in use at tile manufacturing facilities. It was so named to distinguish
it from other DCOF measurements using different instruments and/or protocols.
** Whichever is less
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V4 Substantial Variation
Frost Resistant

IV Abrasion Resistance
DCOF

21%

VOC

D.C.O.F. (Wet Areas)
(Minimum 0.42)

21% Minimum Pre-Consumer
Recycled Content
No VOC

Contributes to
LEED Credits

packaging
Sizes

Pcs.

Sq. Ft.

Weight (lbs.)

Thickness

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Floor Tile
20" x 20" R
6
15.96
79
0.394
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Floor Tile
18" x 36" R
3
12.90
63
0.394
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Tile faces shown are representative of those you will receive in cartons of Fontanella. Actual tiles will be randomly packaged.

Sizes

Ctn.

Sq. Ft.

Weight (lbs.)

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Floor Tile
20" x 20" R
24
383.04
1896
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Floor Tile
18" x 36" R
33
425.70
2134
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

